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Dear SBE Customer,
Thank you in advance for the opportunity to offer your organization the benefits of having SBE team as
your quality assurance/control representative in China/Asia…
We know international trade can be tough sometimes. Through the last 10 years we have committed our
efforts to earn experience and to develop the tools that can make that business experience less painful,
more structured and stable. Please find below a summary of the solution SBE can provide you with...

OBJECTIVE
To design, implement and maintain a quality control/assurance inspection program that will enable
CUSTOMER to control their goods manufactured by its selected Supplier(s) in selected areas.

ULTIMATE GOALS
1. Through Supplier Audits, to allow Buyers to count with reliable source of Suppliers to deploy
your trading practices abroad.
2. Through Product Inspection programs, to minimize the risks of bad quality and of receiving
non-conforming goods.

HOW?
Establishing a professional trained and committed team who will represent CUSTOMER’s interests at
the Supplier’s site.

Thank you again for your interest in continuous improvement practices, we are sure SBE will be fully
capable to deliver your organization tangible value on a flexible and cost effective basis. Please contact us
to discuss further details as required.

SBE INTERNATIONAL
"We are not an inspection company,
we are an extension of your team whenever and wherever you need it..."
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INTRODUCTION

Click to watch

Getting the greatest value for every dollar spent
has become a common business imperative that
has top management asking the question “are we
buying from the best place in the world?”
Implementing a successful global sourcing initiative can be one of the
supply manager's most challenging and rewarding experiences. The
probability of success can be greatly increased by learning the correct
steps throughout the global sourcing process.
The factors that drive the decision on whether to manufacture your
product domestically or overseas in countries like China, India, or
Vietnam, are different for every company. At a high level, this decision
should be driven by your company strategy within your industry. Asia
offers access to cheaper labor, solid infrastructure, and one of the
largest manufacturing bases in the world.

OUTSOURCE MANUFACTURING?
Outsourcing production to Asia requires more planning and more work than buying from a manufacturer
or a wholesaler in your country. And it involves taking into account many stages that you might not think
of during your procurement operations back home. Hence they might not have been taken into account
in the final cost.

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES?
Distance. Usually companies assign specific personnel inside their companies to source, negotiate and
manage suppliers, basically purchasing analysts that hopefully are located in the same area of the suppliers
or at least speak the same language or have somehow any experience doing this before. In case of
necessary, Buyers can also count with companies like SBE International to support them for their sourcing
and local representation in Asia.
Organize your communication and information efficiently. Finally, you will find out that receiving,
analyzing, comparing, evaluating and sharing this information with your peers, your customers is
overwhelming. Even coming back to the information after a few emails with different suppliers and when
days have passed, it can become a real nightmare.
Are you a good match? From the supplier point of view is your company perceived as an attractive
opportunity? China is a country that works based on big volumes, serious buyers are considered based on
big order request, that doesn't mean you won't be able to work with Chinese factories but many of the
time you will have to use intermediaries in order to get better pricing. In contrary, Myanmar for instance, is
a country that works better with small orders and different variety.
Watch out unsanctioned subcontracting. As subcontracting to a cheap workshop is very common and
extremely detrimental to quality in 95% of the cases. To prevent it, there are two things you can do. 1st
consolidate your PI/contract by stipulating that subcontracting is forbidden, or allowed under very strict
conditions. 2nd have a regular onsite follow up of your production.
Acknowledge the cultural differences. Doesn’t mean you have to accept them or even like them. However,
taking them into account will help you understand how your partners work; which in turn will provide you
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with better tools to make them see things your way. Also be prepared to having a hard time remember
locations names, people’s name etc.
Patience. Expect the process to move along efficiently but don’t hurry things as mistakes can cost you
more.
Time Constraints. Remember time difference between local time and China. Also take in account wire
transfers and shipments take time, so please arrange in advance to avoid delays and penalties.

WHAT IS QUALITY MANAGEMENT?
The quality of the purchased products not only depends on manufacturers' capabilities but also on how
specific buyers are about their requirements, and how those specifications are transferred clearly to all
the areas within the manufacturing process.
Especially when buyers purchase goods abroad, in countries like China, it is imperative to pursue the
deployment of any kind of quality programs to minimize all risks. This is normally done by developing
suppliers' capabilities towards the compliance to buyer's requirements (Quality Assurance measures) and
by controlling the products' quality conformance to contract specifications (Quality Control Measures).
QA - Quality Assurance, the process or set of processes used to measure and assure the quality of a product...

In practical words for International Buyers, it means all the methods, procedures and actions to
be done in order to prevent, assess and avoid disasters later on when the products are
manufactured, are being manufactured or even before that.
Quality assurance methods and needs depend on how reliable are the processes and how well
structured and organized are your suppliers. Having Supplier's following ISO standard, or any
similar, is the beginning of this quality assurance. In order to prevent headaches, disappointments
and money loses, it's important to identify and follow good QA practices. (See also SBE Quality
Assurance services)
QC - Quality control, the process of meeting products and services to consumer expectations.

In practical terms for buyers, this means to implement specific checking points to verify and
confirm the components, subassemblies and finished products are in conformance with the
Purchasing Contract (Purchase Order, Performa Invoice, etc...), and consequently aligned with
Customer requirements/expectation.
These checking points are normally called QC Inspections, and can be deployed at any stage of the
production stages, from incoming material inspections, to pre- production, first run, on-process,
final product inspections... (See also SBE Quality Control services)

WHO ARE THE MAIN PLAYERS?
CUSTOMER REPRESENTATIVE. Normally companies assign specific qualified personnel inside their
companies to handle the quality management, usually the purchasing area in combination with
personnel with some technical background on the products; personnel are ideally located in the same
area of the suppliers or at least speak the same language. In case of necessary, Buyers can also count
with third party companies like SBE International to support for this quality management with local
representation in Asia.
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SUPPLIER. Supplier entity is understood as the company that owns or is responsible of the
development, manufacturing, storage and final delivery of the goods. This company can be either a
manufacturer, trader, freight forwarder, etc...
SBE INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LTD. Is company with operations among China and other countries
mainly in Asia which delivers Quality Control and Quality Assurance services through its business unit
called SBE Inspection and Compliance.
•
•
•
•

SBE Account Manager (AM). Is regularly a person located at Customer's same time zone and
the one providing guidance, technical training and confirming commercial affairs in between
SBE and Customer.
SBE QAQC Services Team. Is a regional(normally same time zone and location of Supplier) team
in SBE Company appointed to plan and coordinate resources for all the services provided.
SBE Project Manager (PM). When the services activity of Customer requires a specific
person/team to be in charge of the coordination and communication for the projects, a
person/team will be assigned to assist AM and SBE QAQC Services team.
SBE Inspector/Auditor(s). The person or group of persons that will perform the services at the
Supplier's site.

POLICIES
For all Service policies please refer to SBE Inspection Services Terms & Conditions
Find also here the Tech4Trade Privacy Policy and Terms of Use

DEFINITIONS
Tech4Trade. Tech4Trade is a proprietary online collaboration software of SBE International Holdings
were all the inspection services coordinated, shared and performed. Know more here
www.tech4trade.net
Purchase Order (PO). A commercial document issued by a buyer to a seller, indicating the type,
quantities, agreed prices and specifications for products or services the seller will provide to the buyer.
Performa Invoice (PI). An invoice given by the factory, sent prior to make contract of the goods and that
represents an estimate. It is not the actual bill. Companies do not pay from these invoices. A commercial
invoice should follow with the final price.
Real-Time Reporting. SBE Inspection and Compliance, is the FIRST & ONLY company in the world to offer
to its clients the capability to monitor the progress of an inspection/audit service and receive results
instantly… Know more here
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SUPPLIER AUDITS (PRE-ORDER SERVICES)
A comprehensive set of QA (Quality Assurance) measures and reports to recognize, assess and
validate your suppliers’ legality, infrastructure, working systems & manufacturing capabilities...

LEGAL & EXISTENT
SLR Supplier Legal Registration Check

Sample Report

Verify the legal registration and industry of the supplier in question.

SOS Supplier On-Site Survey Sample Report
On-site confirmation of the existence of the Supplier in the expected location, thus providing you with factual
evidence of their existing operations and facilities.

SAFE & CAPABLE
CR Credit Report
Get to know your Suppliers financial health and credit records over the last couple of years!

FAD Factory Audit Sample Report
We will perform an in depth study of potential suppliers, including quality standards, commercial registration,
organizational structure, infrastructure, Production, R&D, QA/QC, and any other aspect required.

REGULATORY
FQA (ISO9001:2008) Factory Quality Assessment
Confirm reliability of the Quality System of my current suppliers or new suppliers according to ISO 9001
standard series.

SAC (SA800) Social Accountability Audit Sample Report
Ensure the supplier complies with the international standards of Social accountability.
More click here for online version

New Audit
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PRODUCT INSPECTIONS (POST-ORDER SERVICES)
A set of Quality Control measures, all along the procurement cycle, aiming to identify nonconformances in your purchased products and to implement all applicable corrective actions on-time.

0%

SOURCING

20%

PURCHASE
ORDER

80%

100%

PRODUCTION PROGRESS

SHIPMENT

BEFORE PRODUCTION
PPI Pre-Production Inspection
Just before production starts. When Golden Samples are in place and high risks on
materials and processes are to be observed.
LAB TESTS (Coordination on-demand)
DURING PRODUCTION (DUPRO)
FRI First Run Inspection (up to 20%)
Prevent defects on new orders but inspecting materials, molds, and first pieces of production.

OPI On-Production Inspection
Monitor and control your Production mid Process… Keep track of production process variability…

AFTER PRODUCTION (APRO)
FPI Final Product Inspection (at least 80%)
At least 80% of the production has been finished, hence having time for any corrective action needed.

CLS Container Loading Supervision
Prevent incomplete, changed or missing goods. Inspect the container before it leaves your supplier’s facility…!
Online Real-Time report example

New Inspection
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SERVICES PROCEDURE
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Flow Chart

Activity Description & Files Ref. (DC,IN,PD,FO, etc…)

1. SERVICE REQUEST
The Customer representative, with the support of his SBE Account Manager, is
responsible to create the request in T4T platform.
AUDIT REQUEST (PRE ORDER STAGE)
Normally a Supplier Audit(assessment) is required as part of a Supplier Sourcing
process, where besides pricing and other commercial conditions met by Suppliers
there is also the requirement to verify onsite the legal registrations, manufacturing
capabilities, among others.
TIPS

✓ Why? Video explaining why to Audit Suppliers
✓ What? To know what service is the right one for your needs check the list of Audit
services at the end of this document and also refer to the online Audit Selection Quick
Guide

✓ When? Make your request +72 hrs prior the Audit expected date, otherwise extra
charges may apply.

✓ How?
-

-

For NEW customers click here
For EXISTING customers click here

PRODUCT INSPECTION REQUEST (POST ORDER STAGE)
Once a Supplier has been qualified, the next step would be to grant them a Purchase
Order (PO) either for: golden samples, trial runs or mass production. This is the time
where the Quality Control actions start taking place to make sure the goods
manufactured are according to your requirements.
TIPS

✓ Why? Video explaining why to inspect my products at origin
✓ What? Check the list of Inspection services or the Quick Guide to select what type of
Inspection suits your needs and when is recommended?

✓ When? Make your request +72 hrs prior the Inspection expected date, otherwise extra
charges may apply.
Important Remark. Before placing an Order to Suppliers PI, properly define your Product
Specifications, QC Checklist, Packing Requirements and Inspections Schedule so Supplier
is aware of it and arranges the required resources and time accordingly.

✓ How?
1.1.1 How to create an Inspection request in T4T?
For NEW customers click here
For EXISTING customers click here
1.1.2 How to Add your Products in T4T
1.1.3 How to Add Specifications to your products in T4T
1.1.4 How to Add a QC Check list to ensure Quality
To suggest any specific methodology for the Audit add it in the General Instructions
section of the request.

✓ Where? All requests are created inside Tech4Trade. Create New Inspection Now
You can also Use Tech4Trade PO module to track on your orders and share common info
with your Supplier.
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SUPPLIER NOTIFICATION
When a SBE Inspection/Audit service is created, a notification to Supplier dialog will
appear. When confirmed an Inspection/Audit Notification email will be sent to Supplier
(Mission Location) contact person.

2. SERVICE ACCEPTANCE
After an Inspection/Audit request is created SBE QAQC Services team, in
communication with Supplier, is responsible to accept and pre-confirm the
viability of the service for time, execution, resources and conditions available.
SBE TEAM ACCEPTANCE
2.1 Within the first 24hrs, the person/team in charge (Assigned To) shall confirm by a
T4T message the receipt and the acceptance of the mission.
2.2 Within the next 48-72hrs SBE shall confirm the availability of resources in time,
tools and people to perform this service in the proposed date. In case there is a lack
of resources, Account Manager will notify Customer to reschedule the inspection to a
different date or cancel it. The viability analysis shall be made according to the
project profitability and the objectives of the Company, always aligned to SBEs
quality policy.
2.3 Commercial Confirmation. SBE Account Manager may confirm at this point the
expected cost of the inspection/audit service. This confirmation line will appear after
the project information section under the Configuration Tab.

SUPPLIER ACCEPTANCE & DATE CONFIRMATION
Within the first 48hrs, the inspection/audit planned date has to be confirmed on the
phone by SBE QAQC Services Team and Supplier and according to the request
requirements. Once confirmed, SBE Team will send a message to Customer and also
update the proper information in the system.
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TIPS

✓ When? As the Buyer, please stay aware of these confirmations after the inspection has been
created and no longer than 48hrs. Follow up on the Status in T4T system and email.

✓ How? Ideally Suppliers, Buyers and SBE can all communicate through T4T to keep
traceability of all communication.

✓ What? All these acceptance confirmations will be done by email or through T4T.
✓ Where? All requests are created inside Tech4Trade.
3. SERVICE ARRANGEMENTS & QC PLAN
After the inspection/audit has been accepted by Supplier and resources
confirmed, SBE Team will also assign a QAQC Engineer to review and confirm the
service related info and requirements provided in the request.
In case of Product Inspections, according to the viable conditions and time
constraints, the SBE Engineer will suggest improvements/changes to the QC Plan
(Specs, QC Tests, Workmanship defects and Packing Configuration). It is very
important that Customer provides complete information about the products
inside T4T.
SBE TEAM ARRANGEMENTS
3.1 Inspection/Audit QC Plan. After all the above requirements are confirmed SBE
Engineer will finalize the QC configuration plan and send a QC Plan confirmation email to
Customer for the final approval.
3.2 Tools & Resources arrangements. SBE Engineer should make sure with Supplier that
Inspector/Auditor will count with the right tools and working instructions to perform
audit/inspection. For the generation of the above requirements, the audit/inspection
date shall be considered to have everything ready before.
3.3 Reporting Method. Based on the practical conditions of the inspection, SBE Engineer
will define if inspection will be done using Tech4Trade's Real-Time reporting tool or
Manual reporting.
3.4 Service Performance Assignment. Engineering will assign request to the closest
available & qualified auditor/inspector inside T4T and Make sure the inspector’s aware
of all inspection procedures and reports.
3.5 Training. Make sure the Inspector is capable enough to perform the service properly.
A training for service performance shall be done at any time as necessary. Any specific
training material provided by Customers will obviously help SBE to ensure a more
successful and valuable service performance.
3.6 Auditor/Inspector Preparation. The inspector is responsible for:
✓ Requesting the resources ($) that will be needed for the inspection to Finance
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Department prior the date of the inspection.
✓ Printing all reference documentation and QC PLAN.
✓ Getting all the necessary tools for the inspection from Administration.

4. FINAL SERVICE CONFIRMATION
After all the arrangements have been done and confirmed between SBE Team
and Supplier and QC Plan Confirmation has been sent to the Customer, Customer
shall give its final confirmation of the service.
CUSTOMER'S CONFIRMATION
Final QC Plan for the service can be sent in two modes:
- As a PDF file for traditional manual reporting.
- As a webpage configuration for Real-Time reporting
No matter the reporting way, Customer can access the QC request from the
links/buttons inside the email notification sent by SBE Team and confirm the Inspection
by Clicking on the "Confirm Now" button at the Top Right side of the screen.

After Customer's confirmation a message will be sent to all the people in charge of the
project.

SUPPLIER SERVICE CONFIRMATION NOTIFICATION
After Customer has given its final Confirmation, SBE Team will send a confirmation
message to Supplier re-affirming the inspection/audit protocol that will be followed, the
type of support and tools that will be required, etc...
TIPS

✓ When? Confirm your QC Plan at least 24hrs prior the Inspection/Audit confirmed date.
✓ How? From the "Confirmed Now" button available inside the Request and the QC Plan
preview page.

✓ What? A QC Plan has all the information & configuration for the mission requirements and
expectations.

✓ Where? As much as possible, make your confirmations inside Tech4Trade so there is
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traceability of events recorded and available for other members of your team with access to
the project.

5. PERFORMANCE
At the confirmed date the SBE Inspection/Auditing team will arrive the mission
location to perform the service according to the following general protocol...
ARRIVAL
5.1 Supplier Overview. SBE Inspector/Auditor records photographic evidence of the
mission location environment and surroundings. If Real Time inspection tool is used
Customer can start following up the progress of the inspection at this time.
5.2 Opening Meeting & Inspection/Audit Setup. SBE Inspector/Auditor holds a short
meeting with Supplier to confirm QC Plan requirements, setup the inspection/audit
area, arrange personnel support and tools.

PERFORMANCE
5.3 Audits. SBE Auditor records evidence (written, photographic, video) and gathers
information based on an on-site research of manuals, procedures, instructions,
registers, etc. Some methodologies used are traceability of information/registers
among all the processes in company, face to face interviews, etc...
5.4 Inspections. Unless Customer specifies differently, SBE inspections follow the
next base protocol: Quantity Check, Random Sample Selection (AQL II), Export Carton
check (Packing Configuration), Product Conformance Check (Specifications), Tests &
Measurements Check (AQL S1), Workmanship Inspection (AQL II).

EXIT MEETING
5.5 Exit Meeting Report. SBE Inspector/Auditor will expose and review with Supplier
the results from the Audit/Inspection. At the end of this meeting, Supplier will sign
the Exit Meeting Report acknowledging the results.

6. REPORTING
Unless a Real-Time Reporting is in place, SBE Team will send all reports within 2448hrs after inspection/audit has been performed by email and inside
Tech4Trade.
QUICK REPORT (Same Day)
A quick report with a summary of the main findings, including the most representative
pictures, will be sent on the same day of inspection/audit. . See example here

FORMAL REPORT (Within 24-48Hrs)
Under normal conditions Inspection/Audit Reports will be delivered within 24hrs and for
some Audit services within 48hrs (FAD, SAC, FQA).
TIPS

✓ Non-Conformance Alert. Only when inspections/audit conditions permit it & when
specifically required by Customer in the "Action Plan" section in Tech4Trade, a NonConformance alert can be sent out during the inspection.

✓ Real-Time Notifications. For Real-Time reporting, all Non-Conformances will be
synchronized with server automatically, you can monitor from the Tech4Trade online
request.

✓ General Inspector/Audit Methodologies. Check SBE's Inspector/Auditor Handbook
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✓ AQL Methodology. Click here to understand how SBE Inspect goods and the methodology
used.

✓ Audit Methodologies. SBE uses general ISO methodologies to perform audits.
✓ Sample Reports. Check some sample reports for Audits and Inspections at the services
section.

7. DECISION
It is up to the customer to say the last word based on the results of the services
provided. SBE Inspector/Auditor has NO rights to formally qualify a Supplier for
purchase orders or to Accept/Reject any goods, only Customer.
AUDIT REQUEST (PRE ORDER STAGE)
After the entire process of an assessment is conceived, it is expected that Customer has
better tools on understanding who his potential Suppliers are in order to select the right
partners before placing orders and transferring any money.

PRODUCT INSPECTION REQUEST (POST ORDER STAGE)
Decide based on where you are at the manufacturing process based on a risk analysis
and your time constraints. Hopefully you have inspected prior all production has been
finished so prompt actions and fixes can take place without affecting your delivery times.
TIPS

✓
✓

✓

✓

If the Audit/Inspection Fails, do not panic, revise with calm and detail the
reports/alerts.
For Inspections, consider the implications of accepting the goods the way they are
but do not compromise your business integrity due to pressure on delivery, is better
to delay a shipment than losing a customer for ever and getting into potential legal
issues.
Share the inspection results with your supplier and negotiate an immediate action
(e.g. stop production, perform 100% inspection, ask for a few extra products to
cover potential defectives, ask for discounts, delay the shipment, arrange reinspections and ask Supplier to bear the cost of them, etc…)
Ask or implement Long Term Corrective Actions. (Add penalty clauses in your
purchasing contracts, define defectives limits and product specs on time, perform
re-inspections in all future orders, use deferred LCs to pay suppliers, monitor your
products in early stages of production, etc).

For more suggestions or questions please let SBE know...
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FAQ - FREQUENT ASKED QUESTIONS
What is the meaning of real-time reporting?
As owner of the process and decision taker it is a priority for you to have prompt information about the
your Suppliers compliance status of your goods. That is why SBE has developed a Real-time reporting
technology that allows you to monitor the progress of your audit/inspections projects and without having
to wait hours/days/weeks for a report.
For more information click here
What is the methodology SBE uses for inspections?
Inspections can be performed at 100% of the products (mostly known as sorting), although due to the
high cost of doing 100% inspection, SBE follow AQL ANSI/ASQ Z1.4- 2003 sampling standard and upon
confirmation from customers.
For more information click here

What industry scope has SBE for QC services?
Among others Apparel, Automotive, Construction, Electrical, Energy, Home & Decor, Machinery, Merchandising,
Security Items...
For more information click here

What is Tech4Trade?
SBE uses Tech4Trade online application to deliver it’s QC inspection services same as for the delivery of other
services.
For more information click here

How to define what services are required and when?
It is up-to customer to define the need for inspections based on a risk assessment study. In order to do
so, SBE provides a practical guidelines. Access the online version here for Audit services and for Product
Inspection Services.
Why SBE..? SBE Vs. Others
Know more about why SBE, even though yet a young company, is a competitive player Vs. any bigger company in
QA/QC service industry.
For more information click here

How much responsibility SBE takes if things went wrong and my products are not good?
All SBE QC Services On-Demand are performed under the following Terms and Conditions.
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WHO IS SBE?
About SBE…
SBE International is an international firm committed to deliver COST EFFECTIVE and QUALITY ASSURED products
and services from China and greater Asian countries. With practical experience in Purchasing and QA/QC practices
since 2003, our Procurement and Continuous Improvement team will provide You with the expertise and guidance
to enhance your business experience.
ISO 9001:2008 Certified
“It is SBE’s Quality Policy to deliver on-time and value added products & services to its customers
doing business with China and greater Asian countries. These products & services are meant to be
provided objectively and in compliance with ISO management system or any other applicable
standard. We aim to achieve 100% customer satisfaction through a continuous improvement plan
of internal audits and constantly developing staff skills towards a high quality standard, inside and
outside the organization”

Locations…
SBE International has its financial HQ in Hong Kong, Central Operations in China (Ningbo, Zhejiang
Province and an operations branch in Shenzhen, Guangdong Province). At the same time, we account
with qualified personal and HR connections to develop any projects or services all over the main business
centers in Asia.
Operation Units

Commercial Offices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Vietnam (Saigon) [All services]
Taiwan (Taipei) [All services]
South Korea (Seoul) [QA/QC Services]
Myanmar (All Services)
Philipines (QA/QC Services)
India (QA/QC Services)
Bangladesh (QA/QC Services)
Indonesia (QA/QC Services)

USA - SBE USA (LA)
Mexico – SBE Mexico (Mty./Mexico City)
Colombia - SBE Col (Bogota)
Spain - SBE Spain (in process)

SBE International Clients are mainly located throughout several countries including: Australia, Spain,
France, USA, Mexico, Chile, Canada & Brazil.

Click to watch

We combine the foreign expertise for Management & Technical knowledge with local expertise in Sourcing,
Negotiation and Networking (Guanxi) Strategies.
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CONTACT US
sales@sbeintl.com

SBE Asia
SBE China
Central Operations
Room 609, Qilin north Building, No.1501 Tiantong north Road,
Yinzhou District, NingBo City, Zhejiang Province,PR China 315100
Tel: +86 (574) 83050668, Fax: +86 (574) 83050669
SBE China Shenzhen Operations Unit
Room 6D04, Building B, Zhong Shen Hua Yuan,caitian nan lu,
Futian district, Shenzhen city Guangdong Province, P.C. 518173 China

SBE Americas
SBE USA Commercial Office
12241 Newport Ave., #101,North Tustin, CA 92705,USA
Tel: +1 (714) 368 7734

SBE Mexico Commercial Office
SBE Monterrey
Calzada del Valle 409 Oriente, Suite 225
Colonia del Valle, San Pedro Garza García, Nuevo León C.P. 66220
Tel: + (52) 81 20 86 81 21
SBE Guadalajara
Girasoles 551, Col. Jardines de Ixtepete,
Zapopan, Jalisco, México.
Tel: (+52)33 1983 4271

SBE Colombia Commercial Office
Calle 35 #17-57 Barrio Teusaquillo, Bogotá
Tel: +57 1 340 39 91 Cell: +57 318 638 76 60

SBE Chile Commercial Office
Luis Tayer Ojeda 0191 – Of. 403, Providencia, Santiago, Chile
Tel: +56 (2) 2334 4326

SBE Europe
SBE Spain
Commercial Office
Calle Lorenzana 33 bis 3-3 17002 Girona SPAIN
Tel: +34 696327824
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